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Abstract
We discuss the relation between correlation functions of twist-two large spin operators and ex-
pectation values of Wilson loops along light-like trajectories. After presenting some heuristic
field theoretical arguments suggesting this relation, we compute the divergent part of the cor-
relator in the limit of large ’t Hooft coupling and large spins, using a semi-classical worldsheet
which asymptotically looks like a GKP rotating string. We show this diverges as expected from
the expectation value of a null Wilson loop, namely, as ( lnµ−2)2, µ being a cut-off of the theory.
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1 Introduction
In the last ten years much progress has been made concerning single trace operators in
N = 4 SYM theory at both weak and strong coupling in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondence [1]. On one hand, the integrability of the theory in the planar limit [2]-[8]
has led to substantial advance, mainly in the computation of anomalous dimensions of
these operators. Indeed, it has guided us to a deeper understanding on the spectrum of
conformal anomalous dimensions [9]-[12]. On the other hand, at the strong coupling limit
of the theory, single-trace twist-two operators have been suggested to correspond to string
states with angular momentum in the AdS5 sector of string theory on AdS5 × S5 [13].
Concretely, twist two operators of the form1
OS = Tr(Φ5{µ1 ...5µS} Φ)V µ1 ...V µS , (1.1)
with spin S and scaling dimension for large spin given by
∆ = S + 2 + γS , γS = f(λ) lnS , (1.2)
are described at strong coupling by a macroscopic rotating string on AdS5. At large S,
the leading contribution to the anomalous dimension comes from the classical solution,
whose energy satisfies the same scaling with the spin as the dimension (1.2) [13, 14, 15].
Other important objects which have been extensively studied during the last years are
Wilson loops made from null lines. These have several interesting properties. To mention
just a few, they are related to scattering amplitudes in gauge theories [16]-[21], particularly
to deep inelastic scattering amplitudes in QCD [22]. But more relevant for the purposes
of this note, they can be used also to compute the anomalous dimensions of the operators
we would like to consider, namely, those of the form (1.1). This has been done at weak
coupling in [23, 24] and at strong coupling in [25]. The anomalous dimension determines
the the two-point correlation function of the corresponding operator up to a coupling
dependent normalization factor (which can also dependent on the spin), suggesting that
there is a relation between correlation functions of operators OS and expectation values
of Wilson loops, in a similar way as the relation found between the latter and correlation
functions of scalars in [26]. In this note we explore some possible connections between
these two objects, both at strong coupling and weak coupling, which have been suggested
before in [27, 28].
At strong coupling, the expectation value of a Wilson loop is given by the area of the
worldsheet which ends on it at the boundary of AdS5 [29]. Light-like polygonal Wilson
loops have been extensively studied at strong coupling by Maldacena et al. [27, 30, 31, 32].
Expectation values of null Wilson loops contain ultraviolet divergences at weak and strong
coupling. At weak coupling, they are associated with the fast moving particles through
the Wilson light-like lines as well as with the existence of cusps, and at strong coupling,
these are due to the infinite area of the world-sheet ending on the sides of the Wilson loops.
On the other hand, correlators of large spin operators OS have two types of divergences.
One type comes from the light-like distance limit between the operator and the other one
1In this equation {· · · } means totally symmetrized and V µ is an arbitrary vector.
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comes from the large spin limit. As we will see, at strong coupling these two are somehow
related.
The calculation of the n-point function at strong coupling in the leading semiclassical
approximation was shown in [33, 34, 35] to be intrinsically related to finding an appropriate
classical solution of a string which ends on the boundary of AdS. Let V∆i(Y (zi)), i =
1, ..., n be the n−vertex operators inserted at points zi on the worldsheet corresponding
to a folded string and Y denoting the collective target space coordinates.2 For large string
tension, the n-point function should be dominated by its semiclassical limit i.e. by the
action and vertex evaluated at its stationary point
〈
n∏
i=1
V∆i(zi)〉 ∼ e−
R2
2piα′A
n∏
i=1
V∆i(Y
∗(zi)) , (1.3)
where A is the string action on AdS5 × S5 in conformal gauge, which in the semiclassical
limit is reduced to the area of the worldsheet, and Y ∗(z) denotes the classical string solu-
tion. The information provided by the vertex operators on the left hand side is implicitly
contained in the boundary conditions for the classical solution associated to the area A,
since in the semiclassical approximation they act as delta-sources setting the boundary
conditions. We will argue below that the contribution near the insertions of the vertex
operators should be finite in the large spin limit. For the case of the two-point function,
the appropriate classical solution corresponds to some analytical continuation of the GKP
string [28, 33], which reaches the boundary of AdS when the spin of the string goes to
infinity. This implies that, in the limit we are considering, the area of the worldsheet
diverges and should be somehow regularized, in the same way as for expectation values
of Wilson lines at strong coupling. This should also happen in the classical solutions
corresponding to higher point functions. Hence, the n-point functions split in a divergent
contribution and a finite (regularized) part,
〈
n∏
i=1
V∆i(zi)〉 ∼ exp
[
− R
2
2piα′
(Adiv + Areg) +
n∑
i
ln{V∆i(Y ∗(zi))}
]
. (1.4)
In this note we will study the divergent part of the correlator and we will show that it
scales in the same way as the null polygonal Wilson loop associated with it3. It is worth
mentioning here that our approach to compute the divergent factor of the correlation
function is very much in the spirit of [16].
The presentation is organized as follows. In section 2 we will give some hints from
the field theory perspective supporting the relation between correlation functions of large
spin operators (1.1) and expectation values of null polygonal Wilson loops. In section 3
we will summarize the Pohlmeyer reduction of strings on AdS3. This is a useful technique
which reduces the problem of solving the string equations of motion to that of finding a
solution of a generalized Sinh-Gordon equation. This reduction is particularly powerful
when we want to explore and use the integrability of string theory on AdS spaces. In
2We consider planar AdS/CFT duality, i.e. tree-level string theory.
3 In a recent paper [36] the finite contribution Areg of the 3-point correlator has been computed by
exploiting the integrability of string theory on AdS3 through the use of the Pohlmeyer reduced system.
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section 4 we will use the Pohlmeyer reduced fields in order to study worldsheet solutions
which contain asymptotically folded strings at large spin and from these we will compute
the corresponding regularized area.
2 Field Theory Considerations
In this section we will review some evidence suggesting the relation between the large
spin limit of correlators involving the fields (1.1) and expectation values of null polygonal
Wilson loops. We are considering operators of the schematic form OS = Tr[Φ(V µ5µ)SΦ],
which are characterized by the spin number S and the conformal weight ∆. In the large
spin limit, we will compute the correlation functions in the region in which the emitted
particles tend to follow light-like directions. In order to make direct contact with Wilson
loops, we recall that the operator OS arises in a power series expansion of the following
gauge-invariant bi-local operator
W (V ) = Tr
(
Φ(0) e
∫ V
0 AµdV
µ
Φ(V µ) e−
∫ V
0 AµdV
µ
)
=
∞∑
S=0
1
S!
OS(V µ) . (2.1)
On one hand, we can computed the leading divergent factor of the following expecta-
tion value [17],
〈p|OS|p〉 ∼ (p · V )S
(
Λ
µ
)γS
, (2.2)
where Λ and µ are ultraviolet and infra-red cut-offs respectively. (2.2) means we can
compute the expectation value of WV as,
〈p|WV |p〉 =
S∑
0
1
S!
(p · V )S
(
Λ
µ
)−f(λ) lnS
=
∑
S
1
S!
(p · V )SS−f(λ) ln(Λ/µ) . (2.3)
By using the following identity,∑
n
an
n!
(x)n = xα ex , (x→∞) if an ∼ nα , (n→∞) (2.4)
we can conclude that in the large spin limit the series is dominated by,
〈p|WV |p〉 = ep·V
(
Λ
µ
)−f(λ) ln(p·V )
. (2.5)
On the other hand, we can compute 〈p|WV |p〉 directly in perturbation theory as explained
in [22, 23] and from there we expect the leading divergent contribution to be given by,
〈p|WV |p〉 = ep·V
(
L

)−2Γ ln(p·V )
, (2.6)
where L and  are ultraviolet and infra-red cut-offs respectively. By doing the identifi-
cation 2Γ = f(λ), we can see that (2.5) and (2.6) agree, which means that the leading
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contribution to the divergence of the expectation value of WV is coming from the operators
in the power expansion with the largest spin.
We will choose the vector V µ along a null direction x+ which means we are taking the
Wilson line along the given null direction. That will not necessarily happen for finite spin
S, but it is certainly the case for infinite spin limit. In that limit, correlators of Wilson
lines of the type above should be dominated by the operators with large spin. Hence we
will consider correlators of Wilson lines along null directions. Alternatively, as it has been
argued in [27] and can be deduced through AdS/CFT considerations, the insertion of an
operator OS produces a displacement between fields Φ along the x+ direction joined by
an adjoint Wilson line connecting the two-operators. Moreover, the larger the spin the
larger the distance between fields and they become displaced along the null direction as
the spin goes to infinity.
In this section we will follow the lines of [22] in order to compute the correlator between
Wilson lines (2.1) along null directions. Let us suppose one of the line operators emits
a couple of particles of momentum p and p′ 4, and compute its propagator at one loop.
Consider the absorption of a gluon with momentum k and gauge potential Aµ(k) emitted
by the Wilson line. In the momentum representation, this process contributes to the
correlator the following vertex5
g
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
(2 p− k)µ
((p− k)2 + i)A
µ(k) . (2.7)
In the massless limit or light-like trajectories, this vertex has singularities when k is
collinear to p and for soft gluons k ∼ 0. It has been argued in [22] that when the
momentum k is collinear to p, the components of Aµ(k) transverse to k contribute to
higher twist and can be neglected in the limit we are considering.
Fig. 1: One loop correction to the particle emission process from a Wilson line.
Hence only longitudinal polarization survives and Aµ becomes pure gauge,
Aµ(k) = kµ
(
y · A(k)
y · k + i
)
, (2.8)
Being yµ a vector along the path followed by the particle. Since the on-shell emitted
particle is suppose to be massless, the vector yµ should be null, i.e, it should be along
4The particles p and p′ are single particle states of the scalar Φ
5Here we have used the scalar-vector vertex, see appendix in [41] .
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some x− direction. Inserting (2.8) into (2.7), the absorption vertex is now given by,
g
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
(
y · A(k)
y · k + i
)
= g
∫ ∞
0
dτ yµA
µ(yτ) = g
∫ ∞
0
dx− · A(x−) . (2.9)
Summing all contributions at any number of loops of p′−collinear gluons, we should finally
obtain that the propagator corresponding to the emitted particle in the light-cone limit
due to the interaction with gluons turns out to be
G(∆x−) = Gfree(∆x−)Pexp
(
ig
∫ x−2
x−1
dx− · A(x−)
)
, (2.10)
where Gfree corresponds to the propagator for the free particle propagating between points
x−1 and x
−
2 separated by a light-like distance ∆x
−. This can be justified in the following
way. Since the Wilson line (2.1) is dominated by the contributions of local operators at
large spin S, it could be thought of as a very fast particle propagating in the x− direction
which after a given threshold starts to emit particles and gluons. When the gluons and
particles emitted are collinear, a divergence in the propagator of the emitted particle
occurs, dominating the whole propagator. Since collinear gluons are pure gauge, they
cannot change the state of the particle but only its phase. That pure phase is given by
the Wilson line (2.10) along the light-like direction x−.
Another way to see this is based on the arguments given in [26]. The propagator of a
scalar particle propagating between points x−i and x
−
i+1 interacting with a gauge field is
given by replacing the free scalar propagator by the propagator in the background gluon
field S(x−i , x
−
i+1;A), which satisfies the Green equation
iDµDµS(x, y;A) = δ
4(x− y) , (2.11)
with Dµ = ∂µx − ig[Aµ(x), ]. In the light-cone limit, it is convenient to look for a solution
of the above equation of the form (2.10) times some function of x which goes to one when
x tends to x±.
Concerning to divergences coming from soft glouns, we expect they cancel against
virtual gluon corrections as in deep inelastic scatterings in QCD.
In principle, besides the gluon absorption vertex, we should consider scalar absorption
vertices also. However it has been claimed in [24, 26], using OPE arguments, that such
kind of vertices only contribute at higher twist and consequently their contributions are
suppressed in the light-like limit.
Finally, putting all the Wilson lines together, i.e, replacing local operators by Wilson
lines of the type (2.1) and interchanging particle propagators with (2.10), the entire corre-
lator becomes a polygonal Wilson loop with light-like edges, which in the very large spin
limit we expect to be dominated by the contributions of local operators in the expansion
(2.1) with large S, in a similar way like in the expectation value of a Wilson line with a
single cusp [25].
3 Pohlmeyer reduction for strings on AdS3
In order to set some notation in this section we briefly review the Pohlmeyer reduction of
strings on AdS3 proposed in [37, 38] (see also [39, 30] and references therein). We closely
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follow the notation of [30]. It is worth mentioning that along this note we will consider
only an AdS3 factor of the total AdS5 space. However, we think the results could be
generalized to AdS5.
AdSd spaces can be written as the following hyperboloid in R
2,d−1
~Y · ~Y = −Y 2−1 − Y 20 + Y 21 + ...+ Y 2d−1 = −1 . (3.1)
In terms of these embedding coordinates, the equations of motion for the bosonic string
are given by
∂∂¯~Y − (∂~Y · ∂¯ ~Y )~Y = 0 , (3.2)
and the Virasoro constraints read
∂~Y · ∂~Y = ∂¯ ~Y · ∂¯ ~Y = 0 . (3.3)
Let us start defining the reduced fields α and p in AdS3 as,
e2α(z,z¯) =
1
2
∂~Y · ∂¯ ~Y ,
p = −1
2
~N · ∂2~Y , p¯ = 1
2
~N · ∂¯2~Y ,
Na =
e−2α
2
abcdY
b∂Y c∂¯Y d . (3.4)
From (3.4) and (3.2) it can be shown that p = p(z) is a holomorphic function 6, where we
have parametrized the world-sheet in terms of complex variables z and z¯. Let us introduce
the following basis of four-vectors in R2,2
~q1 = ~Y , ~q2 = e
−α∂¯ ~Y , ~q3 = e−α∂~Y , ~q4 = ~N , (3.5)
which satisfies
~q 21 = −1 , ~q2.~q3 = 2, ~q 24 = 1 , (3.6)
with the remaining ~qi.~qj = 0. The last property along with the equivalence between
SO(2, 2) and SL(2) × SL(2) allows to write the basis vectors in the following matrix
representation
W =
1
2
(
~q1 + ~q4 ~q2
~q3 ~q1 − ~q4
)
, (3.7)
W being an SL(2)× SL(2) element. The components of this matrix have indices Wαα˙,aa˙.
The first two indices denote rows and columns in the above matrix, while the other two
are associated with the space-time bispinor representation of each ~qi, i.e,
(qi)aa˙ = qi,µσ
µ
aa˙, σ
µ = (1, iσ3, σ1,−σ2) . (3.8)
6For the real solutions considered in this paper, p(z) and p¯(z¯) are complex conjugates. This condition
could in principle be relaxed.
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The two SL(2) symmetries of the AdS3 target space corresponds to the SL(2) group
acting on the index a and the SL(2) that acts on the index a˙. The basis vectors (3.5)
define the SL(2) connections BL,R given by [38]
BLz =
(
1
2
∂α −eα
−e−αp(z) −1
2
∂α
)
, BLz¯ =
(−1
2
∂¯α −e−αp¯(z¯)
−eα 1
2
∂¯α
)
(3.9)
BRz =
(−1
2
∂α e−αp(z)
−eα 1
2
∂α
)
, BRz¯ =
(
1
2
∂¯α −eα
e−αp¯(z¯) −1
2
∂¯α
)
. (3.10)
The consistency conditions of the equations (3.2) imply that these connections are flat
∂BLz¯ − ∂¯BLz + [BLz , BLz¯ ] = 0 , ∂BRz¯ − ∂¯BRz + [BRz , BRz¯ ] = 0 . (3.11)
These imply that p is a holomorphic function and that α satisfies the generalized sinh-
Gordon equation
∂∂¯α(z, z¯)− e2α(z,z¯) + |p(z)|2e−2α(z,z¯) = 0 . (3.12)
We are especially interested in the area of the worldsheet, which is given in terms of the
reduced fields by,
A = 4
∫
d2ze2α . (3.13)
Given a solution of the generalized sinh-Gordon model, one can find the associated clas-
sical string worldsheet. In order to do that, consider the auxiliary linear problem [30]
∂ψLα + (B
L
z )
β
α ψ
L
β = 0, ∂¯ψ
L
α + (B
L
z¯ )
β
α ψ
L
β = 0 ,
∂ψRα˙ + (B
R
z )
β˙
α˙ ψ
R
β˙
= 0, ∂¯ψRα˙ + (B
R
z )
β˙
α˙ ψ
R
β˙
= 0 . (3.14)
We denote by ψLα,a , a = 1, 2, and ψ
R
α˙,a˙, a˙ = 1, 2, the two independent solutions for the left
and right linear equations respectively. Since the connections are in SL(2), we can define
an SL(2) invariant product and use it to normalize the pair of solutions as
〈ψLa , ψLb 〉 ≡ βαψLα,aψLβ,b = ab, 〈ψRa˙ , ψRb˙ 〉 ≡ β˙α˙ψRα˙,a˙ψRβ˙,b˙ = a˙b˙ . (3.15)
It is easy to see from (3.14) that the normalizations (3.15) are both constant and then
they can be evaluated at any point. Now we can reconstruct the space-time worlsheet
coordinates from these solutions through the matrix Wαα˙,aa˙, as has been explained in [30]
Wαα˙,aa˙ = ψ
L
α,aψ
R
α˙,a˙ . (3.16)
This could be justified noticing that each component of W in (3.7) is a null vector in R2,2,
so they can be written as a product of spinors. The explicit form of the target coordinates
is given by the element q1 in (3.7), which can be written as
Yaa˙ =
(
Y−1 + Y2 Y1 − Y0
Y1 + Y0 Y−1 − Y2
)
a,a˙
= ψLα,aψ
R
β˙,a˙
, (3.17)
and similarly for the other qi.
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4 Large spin limit of the GKP String in reduced
fields
In this section we would like to compute the divergent part of the worldsheet area Adiv
following an approach similar to the one used in [30]. In order to do that we will use the
reduced fields just described in the section above in the particular case of a worldsheet
which contains asymptotic large spin limit of GKP strings.
In global coordinates the GKP string at large spin S is given in worldsheet coordinates
(τ, σ) by [40, 13]
t = κτ, θ = ωτ, ρ = ρ(σ) ∼ κσ, ω → κ ∼ 1
pi
lnS . (4.1)
In embedding coordinates its looks like
Y−1 + iY0 = eκτ cosh ρ(σ), Y1 + iY2 = e−κτ sinh ρ(σ) . (4.2)
As we can see from (4.1), in the limit S going to infinity the parameter κ also goes
to infinity and therefore it is convenient to make a reparametrization of the cylinder
coordinates as,
τ˜ = κτ σ˜ = κσ . (4.3)
Now the coordinates τ˜ ∈ (−∞,∞) and σ˜ ∈ (−∞,∞). Inserting the last coordinates
in (3.4), we get that the GKP strings are described by the following reduced fields in
cylindrical coordinates w = τ˜ + iσ˜,
p(w) = −1
4
, e2α(w,w¯) =
1
4
. (4.4)
Going to the plane through the conformal transformation z = ew, we have
p(z) = − 1
4 z2
, e2α(z,z¯) =
√
pp¯ . (4.5)
As we can see, p(z) encodes the information on the vertex positions, which in this case
appear at z = 0,∞. Now we would like to solve the linear problem (3.14) associated to
the folded string. It is easier to solve it first in w-coordinates, since the reduced fields do
not depend on the coordinates there. Doing so we obtain (see [36])
ψ˜ = Aψ = 1√
2
e±
i
2
(ζ−1w−ζw¯)
(
1
±1
)
, (4.6)
where A = diag(p−1/4 eα/2, p1/4 e−α/2) and we have introduced a spectral parameter ζ in
order to write the solutions in a compact way. The actual space time solutions are given
by ζ = 1 for ψL and ζ = i for ψR. Taking z = r eiφ, on the z−plane, the above solutions
behave as
ηL± ∼ e±φ vL±, ηR± ∼ r± vR± , (4.7)
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where the v′s are given by
vL+ =
(−i
1
)
, vL− =
(−1
i
)
, vR+ =
(
1
1
)
, vR− =
(−1
1
)
. (4.8)
Every solution can be written as a linear combination of the above η solutions. Hence,
we choose the following arbitrary combinations as a basis of solutions
ψLa = cl,aη
L,l, ψRa˙ = cl,a˙η
R,l, a, a˙ = 1, 2 . (4.9)
Generically, we are looking for solutions behaving as those above near each singularity
produced by the insertion of a vertex operator. Namely, generically we assume the function
p(z) has n-singularities at points zi, i = 1, ..., n, describing the insertion of vertex operators
in the z−plane. More explicitly, we assume the singularities are far enough from each
other such that the function p(z) behaves near singularities in the following approximate
way
p(z) ∼ −
n∑
i=1
1
4(z − zi)2 , (4.10)
Hence, near each singular point, the basis of solutions behaves as
ψLa i ∼ cl,a i ηL,l, ψRa˙ i ∼ cl,a˙ i ηR,l, a, a˙ = 1, 2, i = 1, ..., n− 1 . (4.11)
In order to see how the solutions approach each vertex insertion in the generic case, it is
convenient to write them in (z, z¯) coordinates
ηR± ∼
n∏
i=1
[(z − zi)(z¯ − z¯i)]±1/2, ηL± ∼
n∏
i=1
(
z − zi
z¯ − z¯i
)±i/2
. (4.12)
The target space coordinates can be recovered from the above solutions using (3.17), such
that in Poincare coordinates (Z, xµ) we have
1
Z
= Y11˙, x
+ =
Y12˙
Y11˙
, x− =
Y21˙
Y11˙
, x± = x0 ± x1 . (4.13)
As we see from (4.12), some solutions get bigger and some get smaller when we approach
the vertex. Therefore the target coordinates will be dominated by the big solutions
when evaluated near the insertions. Then, from (3.17) and (4.11), they are schematically
approximated near the singularities by
Yaa˙ = c
L big
a i c
R big
a˙ i fbig(z − zi, z¯ − z¯i) , (4.14)
where the label ’big’ on the coefficients means we keep only those multiplying the ηR,L
which become bigger near the given zi and fbig(z − zi, z¯ − z¯i) is the large contribution
coming from the ηR,L which grows up the most.
1
Z
= cLbig1 i c
R big
1˙ i
fbig(z − zi, z¯ − z¯i) , x+ =
cR big
2˙ i
cR big
1˙ i
, x− =
cLbig2 i
cLbig1 i
. (4.15)
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4.1 Divergent area Adiv
As we already mentioned, the source of divergences for the area comes from the regions
close to the insertions, which are precisely the regions where the string approaches the
boundary of AdS. Therefore, it is obvious that putting a worldsheet cutoff near each
singularity is completely equivalent to putting a cutoff in target space for the coordinate
Z close to the boundary, which at the same time corresponds, through AdS/CFT, to
putting an ultraviolet cutoff on the energy of the process. In this section we will show
how the divergent contribution to the correlator (1.4) at strong coupling, Adiv, is related
to the space-time cutoff and how it depends on the dynamics of the string at the boundary.
From equations (4.7) and (4.11) we can see the large spin solutions diverge near
φ = ±∞, r = ±∞, and therefore, the worldsheet is approaching the boundary at those
points. Moreover, as we will see, the worldsheet approaches the boundary on light-like
trajectories. This can be seen from equation (4.15), realizing that some coefficients cbiga,i
are equal for consecutive i, i.e, the points i and i + 1 have the same, lets say x+i coor-
dinate and therefore they are joined by a null line. This fact will allow us to compute
the divergent part of the correlator in the particular kinematic configuration when all the
vectors V µ in (1.1) are parallel to the x+ direction (see Fig. 2) and are joined by vectors
parallel to the x− direction.
The area is given by (3.13), and the divergent part of it comes from the regions near
singularities, and as we said, near each singularity e2α ∼ √pp¯. We will regularize the
area by using a radial cut-off around each singularity |z − zi| > i. Moreover, as we can
see from the mapping ew = z, the z−plane is actually an infinite covering of the complex
plane, and the integral over φ will introduce another source of divergence for the area, and
then we should regularize that by putting a cut-off Λφ in φ. Since the leading contribution
to the divergent area comes from the regions very near the singularities of p(z), we are
going to isolate the contributions of each zi and approximate Adiv as
Adiv = 4
n∑
i=1
∫
|z−zi|>i
d2 z
1
|z − zi|2 ∼ −4
n∑
i=1
Λφi lni , (4.16)
As we mentioned, when we approach the singular points zi, the worldsheet gets closer to
the boundary, and hence the worldsheet cutoff  should be related to some physical cutoff
1/Z = 1/µ, µ << 1, which corresponds to putting a brane very close to the boundary
where the tips of the folded string will end in the limit of infinite spin. In (4.16) we have
left a label i for the cut-off in order to track the corresponding singularity which will be
associated to a given space-time coordinate at the boundary. It will become clearer below.
Without loss of generality, let us start considering only three operator insertions,
taking κ1, κ3 > 0 and κ2 < 0. As we see from equation (4.14), the behaviour of the
target coordinates near the boundary is well approximated by the big solutions near
each vertex. In order to visualize the behavior of the target space coordinates near the
insertions, we display the figures 2 and 3.
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fig.2: z−plane with three holes of size  representing the position of the insertions.
As we will see, red lines and blue lines map to the null directions defining the Wilson loop.
Therefore, the points 1, 2, ..., 6 correspond in space-time to the cusp of the null Wilson
loop. Let us denote the positions of those cusps as (Zl, x
±
l ), and see how we approach the
boundary around each cusp. Since κ1, κ3 > 0 and κ2 < 0, we have according to (4.14)
and (4.15),
1
Z1
= cL+1 1 c
R−
1˙ 1
(
z − z1
z¯ − z¯1
)i/2
|z − z1|−1, x+1 =
cR−
2˙ 1
cR−
1˙ 1
, x−1 =
cL+2 1
cL+1 1
,
1
Z2
= cL−1 1 c
R−
1˙ 1
(
z − z1
z¯ − z¯1
)−i/2
|z − z1|−1, x+2 =
cR−
2˙ 1
cR−
1˙ 1
, x−2 =
cL−2 1
cL−1 1
,
1
Z3
= cL+1 2 c
R+
1˙ 2
(
z − z2
z¯ − z¯2
)i/2
|z − z2|−1, x+3 =
cR+
2˙ 2
cR+
1˙ 2
, x−3 =
cL+2 2
cL+1 2
, (4.17)
1
Z4
= cL−1 2 c
R+
1˙ 2
(
z − z2
z¯ − z¯2
)−i/2
|z − z2|−1, x+4 =
cR+
2˙ 2
cR+
1˙ 2
, x−4 =
cL−2 2
cL−1 2
,
1
Z5
= cL+1 3 c
R−
1˙ 3
(
z − z3
z¯ − z¯3
)i/2
|z − z3|−1, x+5 =
cR−
2˙ 3
cR−
1˙ 3
, x−5 =
cL+2 3
cL+1 3
,
1
Z6
= cL−1 3 c
R−
1˙ 3
(
z − z3
z¯ − z¯3
)−i/2
|z − z3|−1, x+6 =
cR−
2˙ 3
cR−
1˙ 3
, x−6 =
cL−2 3
cL−1 3
.
As we mentioned in section 4, we can see from the equations above that the target
positions of points connecting red lines on the worldsheet (see fig.2) live on the same null
lines in space-time, i.e x+1 = x
+
2 , x
+
3 = x
+
4 , x
+
5 = x
+
6 .
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Fig. 2: Mapping of the boundaries of the half-worlsheet into space-time light-like lines.
The coordinates displayed in (4.17) are good approximations to the exact string solution
only in the neighborhood of each insertion (think about each insertion as an asymptotic
state in target space). Each asymptotic state is connected to each other through the
worldsheet, but since we do not know the exact solution, we cannot determine how these
states are exactly correlated. One way to relate each insertion to each other is by using
the so-called monodromy matrix. As the auxiliary linear problem has two independent
solutions, with a basis given by (ψ1, ψ2), we expect that as one analytically continues
them around a singularity, they get linearly transformed as(
ψ′1
ψ′2
)
= S
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
. (4.18)
It is worth mentioning that the monodromy matrix should belong to SL(2, R),7 and
therefore it satisfies det|S| = 1. Applying (4.18) to (4.11), we see that we can reinterpret
(4.18) as
cLαa,i = S
Lα
β c
Lβ
a,i , (4.19)
with a similar relation for the cR coefficients and α, β = ±.
According to the discussion in section 2, we expect that the leading contribution to
the correlator comes from the particles propagating between the operators through nearly
null trajectories. Let us start imposing a null trajectory condition to the path connecting
7We have written ~Y ∈SO(2,2) as an element Yaa˙ ∼ ψLa ψRa˙ of SL(2,R)×SL(2,R), or in other words,
the eigenvectors of S should live on a representation of SL(2,R).
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cusp two to cusp three
x−2 =
cL−2,1
cL−1,1
≡ x−3 =
cL+2,2
cL+1,2
=
SL+β, 2→1c
Lβ
2,1
SL+β, 2→1c
L−
1,1
, (4.20)
therefore, the SL−matrix should satisfy SL++, 2→1 = 0, and from the determinant we get
SL+−, 2→1S
L−
+, 2→1 = −1, i.e
SL2→1 =
(
0 ±1
∓1 γL2→1
)
, (4.21)
where we have defined SL−−, 2→1 = γ
L
2→1. Doing the same for the points connecting cusps 4
and 5 and cusps 6 and 1, we end up with8
SL3→2 =
(
0 ±1
∓1 γL3→2
)
, SL1→3 =
(
0 ±1
∓1 γL1→3
)
. (4.22)
Now we would like to compute the distances between consecutive points, or the separation
length of points living on a null line. Let us start considering
x−1 − x−2 =
cL+2,1 c
L−
1,1 − cL+1,1 cL−2,1
cL+1,1 c
L−
1,1
= −〈ψ
L
1,1 , ψ
L
2,1〉
cL+1,1 c
L−
1,1
. (4.23)
Recalling we have normalized the basis of solutions in each sector as 〈ψL1,i , ψL2,i〉 = 1, we
get9
x−1 − x−2 = −
1
cL+1,1 c
L−
1,1
≡ x−12 . (4.24)
On the other hand, we have x−2 ≡ x−3 , and then
x+2 − x+3 =
cR−
2˙,1
cR−
1˙,1
−
cR+
2˙,2
cR+
1˙,2
≡
aR
2˙,1˙
cR−
1˙,1
cR+
1˙,2
, (4.25)
where we have defined
aR
2˙,1˙
= cR−
2˙,1
(SR++ 2→1c
R+
1˙,1
+ SR+− 2→1c
R−
1˙,1
)− cR−
1˙,1
(SR++ 2→1c
R+
2˙,1
+ SR+− 2→1c
R−
2˙,1
)
= 〈ψR1,1 , ψR2,1〉SR++ 2→1 = γR2→1 , (4.26)
with SR++ 2→1 = γ
R
2→1. The parameters γ
R,L
i+1→i parametrize our ignorance on the exact
solution and we cannot compute them only using the approximated solutions around the
insertions. Notice that in the notation we have used we get x−12 = x
−
13 = x
−
62 = x
−
63 and
similar relations for the other cusps (see Fig. 2).
8These monodromy matrices take the form of the Stokes matrices considered in [30] by using a different
argument.
9We define x±i,j = x
±
i − x±j .
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Introducing a cutoff µi given by the value of Zi closest to the boundary and recalling that
the worldsheet radial cutoff is defined by |z − zi| > i we have from (4.17)
− lnµ1 = ln(cL+1,1 cR−1˙,1 )− ln1 , (4.27)
− lnµ3 = ln(cL−1,2 cR−1˙,2 )− ln2 , (4.28)
where we have taken an arbitrary finite φ. Summing up (4.27) and (4.28) and using (4.24),
we get
− ln13 = − lnµ1µ3 + ln
(
x−13x
+
13
)
+ lnγR2→1 = − lnµ1µ3 + ln
(
x−12x
+
23
)
+ lnγR2→1 . (4.29)
In order to disentangle the divergence coming from small radius  from the one coming
from large φ, we re-evaluate (4.27) and (4.28) at arbitrary but not small |z − zi|. Then,
we have,
−Λφ1−Λφ3 = − lnµ1µ3 + ln
(
x−13x
+
13
)
+ lnγR2→1 = − lnµ1µ3 + ln
(
x−12x
+
23
)
+ lnγR2→1 . (4.30)
Doing the same for the other lines connecting consecutive cusps, we can see that,
− ln35 ∼ −Λφ3 − Λφ5 = − lnµ3µ5 + ln
(
x−34x
+
45
)
+ lnγR3→2
− ln51 ∼ −Λφ5 − Λφ1 = − lnµ5µ1 + ln
(
x−56x
+
61
)
+ lnγR1→3 .
We should take the same cut-off in all directions, i.e. µi = µ, i = , Λφi = Λφ and putting
this in (4.16) we get,
Adiv ∼[
ln
(
x−12x
+
23
µ2
)
+ lnγR2→1
]2
+
[
ln
(
x−34x
+
45
µ2
)
+ lnγR3→2
]2
+
[
ln
(
x−56x
+
61
µ2
)
+ lnγR1→3
]2
.
(4.31)
For the sake of simplicity, let us change the cusp indexing by line indexing in the following
way,
x−12 ≡ x−1 , x+23 ≡ x+2 , x−34 ≡ x−3 , x+45 ≡ x+4 , x−56 ≡ x−5 , x+61 ≡ x+6 . (4.32)
Additionally, we are going to assume the contributions from the monodromy matrices
lnγRi→j are finite and can be neglected with respect to the factors containing µ
2. Doing
the above and generalizing for n−points or 2n−cusp (lines) we have.
Adiv ∼
n∑
i=1
[
ln[
x−i x
+
i+1
µ2
]
]2
, (4.33)
where n+ 1 = 1.
The most remarkable outcome of the above computation is that the leading divergent
factor
[
ln 1
µ2
]2
has the same scaling in terms of the cut-off as the corresponding divergence
of a null polygonal Wilson loop [30]. This type of log square divergences are also usual in
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the collinear limit of deep inelastic scattering amplitudes in QCD. It is also worth men-
tioning that although the vertices are inserted at n−points on the worldsheet, they map
to n−lines on the boundary of AdS (blue lines, fig. 2) very much like space-time points
map to lines in twistor space. However, those lines in the boundary do not touch each
other, but are connected by other light-like lines (red lines, fig. 2) which come from the
region φ → ±∞ on the worldsheet. Based on this, we suggest that an n−point function
of single trace twist-two large spin operators can be computed from the expectation value
of a polygonal Wilson loop when the spins of the operators go to infinity.
Surely the correlator depends on the quantum numbers of the operators, such as the
spin and energy. In the limit considered in (4.33) these quantities are encoded in the
length of, lets say, red lines in fig. 2 as well as in the position of the operators. It would
be interesting to study the exact mapping from spins and positions of the operators to
adjoint Wilson lines.
4.2 Contribution from vertex operators
Currently, a complete understanding of the vertex operator corresponding to a GKP string
state is still missing. However, for the purpose of this section we would like to consider
the vertex suggested in [35]. In Poincare´ coordinates it is given by,
V∆i(x
+
i , x
−
i ) ∼
[
Z(z) +
|x+(z)x−(z)− x+i x−i |2
Z(z)
]−∆i
. (4.34)
Where the index i corresponds to the vertex insertion label, i.e, (x+i , x
−
i ) are the coordi-
nates on the boundary where the vertex is inserted.
As should be, the vertex diverges on the vertex insertion. As we have argued along
this note, when the spin of the string goes to infinite (so the conformal weight ∆) the
string reach the boundary in the insertion points, i.e,
lim
z→zi
Z(z) = µ , (4.35)
being µ the cut-off we have introduced in section above.
Near the i−th vertex insertion (x+i , x−i ), the particular contribution to the correlator
is them given by (see eq. (1.4)),
lim
z→zi
[−∆ ln|x+(z)x−(z)− x+i x−i |2 + ∆ lnZ(z)] = −∆ ln˜+ ∆ lnµ , (4.36)
where we have defined |x+(zi)x−(zi)− x+i x−i |2 = ˜, which measures the distance between
the worldsheet evaluated on the ’cut-off brane’ and the insertion point, and it should be
the same order of the cut-off µ.
From (4.36) we can see that near the vertex insertion, the vertex operator is finite and
therefore, does not contribute to the divergent factor of the correlator.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered a light-like limit of correlation functions involving op-
erators of high spin. We have argued that in the large spin limit, correlators should be
related to expectation values of Wilson loops along paths lying on the light cone. At
strong ’t Hooft coupling we performed a semi-classical computation of the divergent part
of the correlator and found that it scales with the cut-off in the same way the expectation
value of a null Wilson loop does.
In order to confirm the correspondence between Wilson loops and high spin correlation
functions, at least at semi-classical level, we should find an exact classical solution of a
string in AdS which contains GKP classical states and has the topology of a sphere with
n-vertex insertions. As far as we know, that solution is unknown. However, the correlator
could be computed semi-classically by using integrability, as has been done at strong
coupling for the finite part in [36] and at weak coupling in [42]. The next interesting step
could be to use the results in [36] in order to extract the finite part of the Wilson loops
from the correlators.
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